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1: Doctor Who (series 10) - Wikipedia
The Doctor Who Programme Guide is the complete guide to every Doctor Who story shown on television. The stories
are listed in order of broadcasting: each entry includes the storyline, the full cast list, and the names of the producer,
script editor, writer and director.

When the skies of Earth are frozen by a mysterious alien force, Clara needs her friend. But where is the
Doctor, and what is he hiding from? With his greatest temptation before him, can the Doctor resist? And will
there be mercy? But what is behind these terrifying events? And can they really be haunted by ghosts? Before
The Flood Synopsis On a remote Army outpost, a fearsome alien warlord â€” the Fisher King â€” sets in
motion a twisted plan to ensure his own survival. The ripples will be felt around the universe. Is this chain of
events inevitable? And can the Doctor do the unthinkable? The Girl Who Died Doctor: Outnumbered and
outgunned, their fate seems inevitable. So why is the Doctor preoccupied with a single Viking girl? The
Woman Who Lived Doctor: Who is the Nightmare in league with? But how do you stop a war? And what can
the Doctor do to save his friends? Sleep No More Doctor: Face The Raven Doctor: Sheltered within are some
of the most fearsome creatures of the universeâ€¦ and Ashildr! With a death sentence hanging over their heads,
not all of the intruders will get out alive. And he must face it alone. Pursued by the fearsome creature known
only as the Veil, he must attempt the impossible. If he makes it through, Gallifrey is waitingâ€¦ Hell Bent
Synopsis If you took everything from him, betrayed him, trapped him, and broke both his heartsâ€¦how far
might the Doctor go? Returning to Gallifrey, the Doctor faces the Time Lords in a struggle that will take him
to the end of time itself. Who is the Hybrid? King Hydroflax Greg Davies is furious, and his giant Robot
bodyguard is out of control and coming for them all! Will Nardole Matt Lucas survive? And when will River
Song work out who the Doctor is? All will be revealed on a starliner full of galactic super-villains and a
destination the Doctor has been avoiding for a very long time. The Return of Doctor Mysterio Episodes: With
brain-swapping aliens poised to attack, the Doctor and Nardole link up with an investigative reporter and a
mysterious figure known only as the Ghost. Can the Doctor save Manhattan?
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The Doctor Who Programme Guide is the complete guide to every Doctor Who story shown on television. The stories
are listed in order of broadcasting, starting with the first episode broadcast in

Edit This is a time-travelling A-Z of all the people, places and facts in the astounding adventures of Doctor
Who. In addition it contains a complete list of Doctor Who films and records, the names of all the Doctor Who
book authors and a breakdown of who does what in the BBC Doctor Who production team. No Doctor Who
library is complete without it. A quarter of a century, seven Doctors, and more than a hundred and fifty stories
later, Doctor Who is still going strong. The stories are listed in order of broadcasting: This new edition is
updated and revised throughout, with a new foreword by John Nathan-Turner, the man who has produced
Doctor Who during the s. Essential reading for every fan of Doctor Who. Since then it has been updated four
times. This new edition contains all the important information about every Doctor Who story. The stories
appear in order of television broadcast, starting with the first episode of An Unearthly Child on 23 November
Each entry includes the storyline, the full cast list, technical credits, and the details of novelizations, video
cassettes and audio cassettes of the story. An addition section gives details, including storylines, of the New
Adventures that have been published since the TV series finished in Subject matter Initially, a two volume
guide to the television series covering the stories themselves and the production of the series. Later combined
into a single-volume updated edition. Notable features Edit This was the first ever detailed guide to the series
well beyond that which was contained in the Radio Times Doctor Who Tenth Anniversary Special. Former
Producer and Writer Barry Letts provided a foreword to both original volumes. The edition replaces this with
a new foreword by John Nathan-Turner. The edition has no foreword. These were brought to the attention of
W. Allen , both volumes were released as BCA Book Club Association Editions , a popular mail ordering
book subscription service at the time that was able to offer somewhat cheaper than nationally agreed prices, by
having its own separate printing. The two volumes were later issued as paperback titles by Target Books
retaining the cover by Bill Donohoe and covering entries up to and including Logopolis Volume 1: Note that
the ISBN appears to be identical to the issue.
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Growing up with Doctor Who in the 70's and 80's, at a time before video and DVD, when repeats were rare and many
stories only accessible through the novelisations, this Programme Guide almost became my Bible for the show, covering
as it did a wealth of information about every episode from The Unearthly Child until the end of the Tom Baker era.

The Doctor rarely travels alone and often brings one or more companions to share these adventures. The
Doctor is centuries old and, as a Time Lord, has the ability to regenerate in case of mortal damage to the body,
taking on a new appearance and personality. The Doctor has gained numerous reoccurring enemies during
their travels, including the Daleks , the Cybermen , and the Master , another renegade Time Lord. Kennedy the
previous day. Discussions and plans for the programme had been in progress for a year. The head of drama
Sydney Newman was mainly responsible for developing the programme, with the first format document for
the series being written by Newman along with the head of the script department later head of serials Donald
Wilson and staff writer C. Writer Anthony Coburn , story editor David Whitaker and initial producer Verity
Lambert also heavily contributed to the development of the series. As originally written, the Daleks and Thals
were the victims of an alien neutron bomb attack but Nation later dropped the aliens and made the Daleks the
aggressors. When the script was presented to Newman and Wilson it was immediately rejected as the
programme was not permitted to contain any " bug-eyed monsters ". Had we had anything else ready we
would have made that. Falling viewing numbers, a decline in the public perception of the show and a
less-prominent transmission slot saw production suspended in by Jonathan Powell , controller of BBC 1.
Although the film was successful in the UK with 9. In September of that year, [11] BBC Television
announced the in-house production of a new series after several years of attempts by BBC Worldwide to find
backing for a feature film version. No full series was broadcast in , [13] although four additional specials
starring David Tennant were made. Davies left the show in after the end of series 4 and the David Tennant
specials were completed. This is similar to the continuation of Mission Impossible , [17] but differs from most
other series relaunches which have either been reboots for example, Battlestar Galactica [18] and Bionic
Woman or set in the same universe as the original but in a different time period and with different characters
for example, Star Trek: The Next Generation and spin-offs. The programme has been sold to many other
countries worldwide see Viewership. Public consciousness It has been claimed that the transmission of the
first episode was delayed by ten minutes due to extended news coverage of the assassination of US President
John F. Kennedy the previous day; in fact it went out after a delay of eighty seconds. The electronic theme
music too was perceived as eerie, novel, and frightening, at the time. Some notable exceptions were: While the
show continued to use historical settings, they were generally used as a backdrop for science fiction tales, with
one exception: Black Orchid , set in s England. Each series includes both standalone and multiple episodic
stories, linked with a loose story arc that is resolved in the series finale. As in the early "classic" era, each
episode, whether standalone or part of a larger story, has its own title. Four mini-episodes, running about eight
minutes each, were also produced for the , and Children in Need charity appeals, while another mini-episode
was produced in for a Doctor Who-themed edition of The Proms. The 2-part story, entitled Dimensions in
Time , was made in collaboration with the cast of the BBC soap-opera EastEnders and was filmed partly on
the EastEnders set. A two-part mini-episode was also produced for the edition of Comic Relief. To celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the show, a special 3D episode, " The Day of the Doctor ", was broadcast in This
included many old episodes of Doctor Who, mostly stories featuring the first two Doctors: William Hartnell
and Patrick Troughton. In , almost all episodes then made were known to exist at the BBC, [68] while by the
practice of wiping tapes and destroying "spare" film copies had been brought to a stop. Audio versions of all
of the lost episodes exist from home viewers who made tape recordings of the show. In addition to these, there
are off-screen photographs made by photographer John Cura , who was hired by various production personnel
to document many of their programmes during the s and s, including Doctor Who. These have been used in
fan reconstructions of the serials. These amateur reconstructions have been tolerated by the BBC, provided
they are not sold for profit and are distributed as low-quality VHS copies. The missing episodes of The Reign
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of Terror were animated by animation company Theta-Sigma, in collaboration with Big Finish , and became
available for purchase in May through Amazon. In April , Blue Peter launched a challenge to find missing
Doctor Who episodes with the promise of a full-scale Dalek model as a reward. Episode 3 of The Web of Fear
is still missing.
4: Schedule | BBC America
The Doctor Who Programme Guide is the complete guide to every Doctor Who story shown on television. The stories
are listed in order of broadcasting, starting with the first episode broadcast in The stories are listed in order of
broadcasting, starting with the first episode broadcast in

5: Doctor Who-Index
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

6: Doctor Who | BBC America
Arachnids in the UK (Season 11, Episode 4) BBC. The Doctor, Yaz, Graham, and Ryan find their way back to Yorkshire
and Yaz's family only to find something is stirring amidst the eight-legged.

7: Doctor Who (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
The Doctor Who Site Facebook; Twitter; Pinterest; Merchandise; Merchandise; Flickr; YouTube; News; The Doctor Who
Site is a Doctor Who fan site with no connection to the BBC.

8: Doctor Who - Show News, Reviews, Recaps and Photos - www.enganchecubano.com
All episodes of Doctor Who. The Doctor, the Widow and the Wardrobe. A madcap caretaker leads an evacuee and her
two children into a magical wintry world.

9: Doctor Who - Episode Guide - www.enganchecubano.com
Doctor Who is a British television science fiction programme produced by the BBC since The programme depicts the
adventures of a Time Lord called "the Doctor", an extraterrestrial being, to all appearances human, from the planet
Gallifrey.
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